Engineered for Movement
In today’s learning environments flexibility is paramount and no one does flexibility better than artcobell. Alphabet seating supports the many ways that students move with a variety of sizes and styles that conform to classroom needs.
Interchangeable Swivel Glides
Accommodate a variety of flooring surfaces with standard Surface Saver nylon glides. Caps in steel, felt, non-skid and full-surface nylon. Available with boot glides.

Convenient Hand Hold
Centered for best weight distribution and ease of carrying.

Comfort and Strength
Reinforced polypropylene shell features double wall hollow triangular cross section with separate channels for independent flex on each side.

Built to Last
Heavy duty steel frame provides strength and durability.

Accommodate a Variety of Users
Designed to accommodate each individual with the versatility to work in a variety of applications from the classroom to the lab. Alphabet chairs are available in a variety of seat heights and styles.

Part of a Team
From classroom to cafe, science lab to makerspace, Alphabet seating outfits the entire school. Each individual piece is designed for maximum performance.
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for more ideas, visit artcobell.com